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As individuals realize their potential and increased performance when consuming an 
adequate dietary diversity to address their nutrition needs, the individual is forced to seek 
permaculture sourced foods, in turn increasing the demand for diversified agriculture 
systems, and reducing the demand of the mono culture chemical agriculture model. If no 
permaculture is discoverable in the individual’s area, they may be interested in learning to 
produce their own natural diversely grown robust foods operation.

The realization that the stomach’s digestive culture, now commonly known as the 
microbiome, which is the personal, individual garden of youth, vitality, performance and 
ability growing within us (the stomach), has been a very effective piece of information so 
we have noticed, in explaining the importance of diet diversity, and this is because there 
are waves of references to it from science, and it is the hot topic today in diet science The 
fact that this education wave comes to us in the nuclear age, 2019, is fairly baffling 
although with the focus now, looking forward the progressive science of nurturing and 
designing the digestive garden, is a fun and interesting science, that requires little 
schooling – at least if you can come up to speed with the Nutritional Diversity core 
requirements, and experience.

Let me remind also that it has been expert after expert and PhD after PhD that has ruined 
human health, robbed one nutrient after another and got us into an agriculture model that 
kills our polinators off and kills us too – so even though it helps to reference this world of 
science who has effectively harmed more than help, at least in this field it will help us all 
in the long run to also mention that these guys are the wrong source of information.

Individual information discoveries (or re-discoveries) such as that we need to eat a 
diverse spectrum of biological species in order to maintain proper health and support 
optimal ability and performance, and learning the skills in growing diverse crops, or 
harvesting wild nature for nutrition, should be the top priority in developing a food 
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sustainable world, or reliable set of hunger crisis strategies. Education on how to use the 
land and the body should be basic, known by all and most important to our social culture 
that everyone know how to sustain themselves well. Curiously, rocket scientists may 
know nothing of the plant world we depend on, and more so the poor, the rich and the 
whole world over, outside of a few herbalists, botanists, students of native history or 
nature and permaculturists; the art of self sustainability is a lost one. Thank God, we have 
a team of experimental geniuses in the diet world, to lead us into better health and 
performance.

That being said, I can’t agree more with the FAO #1 goal of Eliminating poverty 
everywhere. This too is likely relived simply by the knowledge to do better and to use the 
full cycle of life and transformation of elements within the biology that is near primary to 
the human experience. Poverty is likely of the same root as the slave diet that almost the 
entire world lives by – bad information.

Poverty is the worst form of violence. ~ Mahatma Gandhi

Goal number two of eliminating hunger …well, as I have already said above is as simple 
as sharing the cutting edge diet information here. So share this information and teach one 
to fish. I need not quote for that…

To “Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages,” simply use the 
Nutritional Diversity Guide, and you will achieve this health and wellbeing for all who 
adheres to it.

Inclusive and quality education for all, is deliverable like never before, yet, the 
distractions for young people are also there like never before on the same platform. That 
is the internet. So education about permaculture, diet and nutrition is all there, but who 
cares, and who is looking at that, are the questions with sad answers. A cultural discipline
and realization of the importance of discipline is lacking as if humans made it their 
purpose to rid themselves of every beneficial ritual it once had developed, and replace it 
with some sort of practice for lack of control in something.

Rural poverty often times has no caring intermediary between their villages and the 
working information and knowledge, which creates a great opportiunity for the 
entrepenual or humanitarian spirited to come up with advocateds and trainers to deliver 
the information to those who need it the most. This I think would be a fun job, and it’s a 
job that creates jobs, spreads vital nutrients and diversity and raises endless innovated 
potentials in human performance, and in our ecology that we so depend.
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Los kiddos urbanos now are into dance clubs, toxins and digital forms of exploration and 
entertainment far more that any pursuit of actual validity in anything worthwhile, like 
physical or mental performance or creating a new thing. Here lies a problem that 
education alone can not solve, especially easily accessible education like internet based 
permaculture learning for example, without the oversight or internal discipline cultivated 
in the young person is unseen, never watched, never learned and we watch our youth drift 
slowly into degrees of poverty and ignorance on all fronts. Learning from mistakes does 
not happen in the world of education, that world takes no responsibility for it’s errors and 
neither do it’s graduates who often times have minds with zero objectivity. The amount 
of confusion, and congestion in the informational or guiding realms are at all time highs. 
This is something that is only cleared up by limiting technological associates, going into 
nature, andgetting a full specturm Nutritional Diversity diet.

Diversification of energy manufacturing is great in itself. Solar generators can be placed 
through the world with minor impacts to nature. Individual and household energy 
generation while still highly underrated and likely widely not understood, is really a very 
capable, effective and efficient field of investment for the family.

“You could take a corner of Utah and Nevada and power the entire United 
States with solar power.” – Elon Musk

Inclusive economic growths can start at the individual level also, and being that 
successful this would be the most sustainable standard, again I point the individual to 
diverse food production and independent individual energy production. In Costa Rica we 
have seen small hydro-plants developed for as little as 3 thousand dollars and they did not 
seem to effect the life around them at that small size. Solar and air plants are much 
cheaper and combined with batteries, led lights and diverse panel placement, these 
systems are more than sufficient to run the needs of the household or small farm.

Homemade production, and diverse goods are officially in demand. Thanks to the cutting 
edge athletic study here in Panama, along with their educational efforts, the market for 
individuals seeking alternative agriculture goods, and wild specialties also is growing 
exponentially. New ideas to deliver well sourced diverse nutrition to consumers like this 
new supplement are really going to help individuals realize how they should be eating and 
what kind of interchange with nature is going to get them to where they need to be. New 
business models are needed for the new species to hit the market looking for a whole new 
way.

The way we see it, Nutritional Diversity Diet and the individual discoveries made within 
it’s dedicated studies end up being the number one goal that addresses all of the rest, 
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pretty much unlocking the door to individual sustainability and much more.
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